JEN LILLEY AND DAN JEANNOTTE STAR IN
‘PARIS, WINE & ROMANCE’
A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING MAY 4, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL
Part of the Network’s Annual “Countdown to Summer” Programming Event
STUDIO CITY, CA –– Jen Lilley (“Winter Love Story”) and Dan Jeannotte (“Reign”) star
in “Paris, Wine & Romance,” a new original movie premiering Saturday, May 4 (9 p.m.
ET/PT), on Hallmark Channel as part of the network’s annual “Countdown to Summer”
programming event.
Isabella Ricci (Lilley) is the ambitious new owner of an Oregon winery she inherited from
her father. Dissatisfied with the winery being known simply as a local favorite, her dream of
becoming a world-renowned label takes a big step forward when her uncle enters their newest
wine into the world’s most prestigious wine competition. Upon arriving in Paris for the
competition, Isabella meets her biggest competitor, Jacques Fournier (Jeannotte), from one of
the world’s foremost winemaking families. He is soon impressed with both Isabella and her
expert knowledge of wine, and against the backdrop of Paris, a budding romance develops
between the two as the competition looms. However, just as the results are being announced,
Isabella is led to believe Jacques has talked poorly about her wine, and feeling hurt, she returns
home to Oregon. When Jacques discovers the reason that Isabella was suddenly upset with
him, he becomes determined to win back the heart of the woman who has swept him off his
feet, even if it means leaving behind his beloved winery.
“A Paris Romance” is produced by Bulgarian Unified Production Organization, Ltd.
Cherise Honey and Kristina Kambitova are the executive producers. Phillip J. Roth and Jeffery
Beach serve as producers. Alex Zamm directed from a teleplay by Alex Wright, based on the
original screenplay by Joelle Sellner.
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